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INTRODUCTION 
In the first section we develop a method useful for proving the existence 
of unimodular elements, and in the second section we study the action of 
an elementary group on the unimodular elements. Let us recall a basic 
result: If A = R[X  1 . . . . .  X,,, Y1 +l . . . . .  y, ff 1] is a Laurent polynomial ring, 
where R has finite Krull dimension d = dim R, and P is a finitely 
generated projective A-module of rank(P) >_ d + 1 ("P is R-large"), then 
P contains a unimodular elements, or, equivalently, P splits as P = A ~ P'. 
In the polynomial case this was shown by Bhatwadekar and Roy [BR, 
Theorem 3.1], and the general Laurent case was settled by Bhatwadekar, 
et al. [BLR, Theorem 4.1]. The cited works make use of the QuiIlen- 
Suslin theorem stating that finitely generated projective modules over the 
polynomial extensions of a field (or a principal ideal domain) are free, 
which extends to Laurent polynomial extensions as pointed out by Swan. 
Our methods here are effective enough to lead to a proof of the above- 
mentioned "splitting theorems" without using the theorem of Quillen and 
Suslin, hence we get another approach to this theorem via the general 
splitting theorem. Our method can also be applied to non-projective 
modules. 
Recently Gubeladze has obtained a beautiful generalization of the 
Quillen-Suslin theorem [Gu, Theorem 2.1] stating the following: Let R be 
a principal ideal domain and A = R[M]  a monoid ring with a commuta- 
tive monoid M that is torsion free, cancellative, and seminormal. Then all 
finitely generated projective A-modules are free. 
*This paper is being published posthumously. Reprints may be requested from F. 
Ischebeck at the same address. 
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This theorem affirmatively settles a conjecture of D. F. Anderson [An]. 
Swan has provided very interesting notes on Gubeladze's work putting it 
into purely algebraic terms [Sw2], where he generalizes Gubeladze's theo- 
rem to a wider class of rings. Among other applications he deduces the 
following splitting theorem (a conjecture of Murthy): Let R be a Dedekind 
ring and M a commutative torsion free cancellative monoid (not necessar- 
ily seminormal!). Then all finitely generated projective A-modules P with 
rank(P) > 1 split as P = A m • P0, where rank(P 0) = 1, A = R[M]. 
So it does not seem quite hopeless to expect that the above-cited 
splitting theorems for large projective modules over Laurent polynomial 
rings extend to monoid rings R[M], M a commutative torsion free 
cancellative monoid. 
We have tested our method in case of the monoid M c ~3 that in 
additive notation is generated by e I = (1, 0, 0), e 2 --- (0, 1, 0), e13 = (1, 0, 1), 
and e23 = (0, 1, 1). The corresponding monoid ring over R can be pre- 
sented by R[ X l, X 2, X IX  3, X2X 3] c R[ X1, X2, X3] and is isomorphic to 
R[XI, X2, Y1, Y2] / (Y IX2-  Y2Xl). As Swan observed [SW2, Theorem 
13.1], finitely generated projective modules over this ring are free, if R is a 
principal ideal domain. In case of a field R = k we can easily show the 
same by our method. More generally, if R is a noetherian ring with 
dim R = d then projective modules of rank greater or equal to d + 2 
contain unimodular elements. This can be easily shown in the same way as 
the freeness in case of a field. But we were not able to handle the case of 
rank d + 1, which for Dedekind rings allows splitting by the theorem of 
Gubeladze in Swan's work. 
1. UNIMODULAR ELEMENTS 
Basic properties. Throughout his paper we mean by a ring a noetherian 
commutative ring of finite Krull dimension, and modules over rings are 
tacitly assumed to be finitely generated. 
If M is a module over a ring A, then M* denotes Hom(M, A) and 
OM(p) = {q~(p)l~o ~ M*} is the order ideal of p in M, where p is called 
unimodular if OM(p)=A,  or, equivalently, if Ap is a direct summand, 
isomorphic to A, of M. Note the basic fact that, in case of a projective M, 
one has O~(~)= O~t(p ), where the overbar indicates residue class 
formation with respect o a proper ideal of A. Let Um(M)  denote the set 
of all unimodular elements in M. 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let M be an A-module, A a ring, and let the localization 
M s of M at s be free of rank r, r > 1. Then there exist Pl . . . . .  Pr E M, 
~°l, . . . ,  ~Pr ~ M*, and t ~ ~ such t at the following properties hold: 
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(1) 0 :A Ast = 0 :A Ast+l" 
(2) stM c F and stM* c G, with F = ET=tAPi and G = Y~7=lAq~i. 
(3) (q~i(P~))l ~i. i-< r = diag(st . . . . .  s ') .  
This can easily be derived from the freeness of M, and o f (M*) ,  = (M~)* 
and may be left to the reader.  If  s is a non-zero-divisor,  then F and G are 
free modules.  In view of property  (3) we will call them st-dual. 
A well known consequence of a theorem of E isenbud and Evans [EE l ,  
Theorem A] says the following: Let M be projective andp '  ~ Um(A • M),  
p' = (s, p). Then there exists q ~ M such that ht (Ou(  p + sq)) > rank(M) .  
We shall need this only in case Ms is free. Then it can be easily derived 
from the next lemma. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let M be an A-module, A a ring, and M, be free of  rank 
r = rank(M, )  > 1 for some s ~ A. Let F and G be s-dual submodules o f  M 
and M*,  respectively, and p ~ M. Then there exists q ~ F such that 
h t (A ,Og(p  + sq)) > r. 
Proof. We have sp = E~i= l aiPi. Recal l  the following well known prime 
avoMance property:  If ct is an ideal in a ring A,  x ~ A, and x + a c 
U~- lP i ,  where pl . . . . .  O lcSpec(A) ,  then x+ac l J i  for some i, 
1 < i _< 1. Using this it is easy to see that there exist c i ~ A,  1 < i <_ r, 
with ht(IET=lAs(ai + cisZ)) > r. Set q = Er=lciPi . Then s (p  + sq) = 
~r=l (a  i q- CiS2)pi, and so s(a~ + cis 2) + sq~(p + sq), 1 < i < r, whence 
ht (AsOg(p  + sq)) > r. 
(1.3) COROLLARY. Under the assumptions o f  (1.2) suppose that M is 
projective and that p reduces modulo sM to a unimodular element in M~ sM. 
Then ht (Ou(p  + sq)) >_ r for the q ~ F constructed above. I f  r > d im(A) ,  
then p + sq ~ Urn(M).  
Proof As M is projective, we have Og(  p + sq) +As  = Og(p)  + 
As = A,  and the assert ion follows from ht (AsOg(p  + sq)) > r. 
Semi-linear maps. Let A = (9 i >_ 0 A i be a positively graded ring, A + = 
• gz~ Ai  the irrelevant ideal, and R = A 0. Every e lement  b ~ R induces a 
substitut ion map hb: A ~ A by setting hb(Y'.i~oa i) = Y'.i>_obiai for a~ ~ A~. 
Thus h h preserves gradat ion and hb( r )= r for r ~ R. If, for instance, 
A = R[X]  is a polynomial  ring in one indeterminate X, we have hb( f (X) )  
= f (bX)  for f (X )  ~ A. 
One has hb(a) - a ~ (1 - b)A+ for every a ~ A. 
We are mainly interested in cases where b - 1 ~ Rs t, s c R, 0 :A st = 
0 :A St÷' and l > t + 1. Then we get hb(a) - a ~ slA+, and it is easily 
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checked that A = B + As" and B n As" = Bs n for B := hb(A)  and all 
n ~ N. This means that the inclusion B ~.4  is an analytic isomorphism 
along s. In view of this we say that an endomorphism h of a ring ,4 is 
sta-analytic, for some s c ,4  and an ideal a of .4, if h(s )= s and 
h(a) - a ~ sta with 0 :A s t - l  = 0 :A st. 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let M be a module over a ring,4, ct an ideal in A,  and M, 
be free of  rank r for some s ~ ` 4. Let F = F~r= l "4Pi and G = Y'Yi= 1"4 q~i be 
st-dual submodules o f  M and M*,  respectively, as in (1.1). Assume one is 
given an s2~a-analytic endomorphism h of  A.  
Then there exist h-semi-linear maps X: M ~ M and X*: M* ~ M*  with 
the following properties: 
(1) X(P)  - P ~ st f I F ,  X*(~o) - qo E stc lG,  and x*(~oXx(p) )  = 
m(qo(p)) for all p ~ M, q~ ~ M*.  
(2) I f  N and N'  are submodules of  M and M*,  respectively, and 
* ' g ' .  F c N c M and G c N '  c M*,  then ~Ix(N) = N and ,4x(N  ) = 
Proof. We may assumet  = 1. Then0:AS=0:As2 ,  sMcF ,  sM* cG,  
and (~oi(pj)) l _<i, j_<r = d iag(s , . . . ,  s). From this we obtain: 
(i) If s2a = s2a ' and a - a' ~ As, then a = a' for a, a' ~ .4 .  
(ii) If sp = sp' and p - p' ~ sF then p = p' for p, p' ~ M. 
(iii) If sq~ = sq~' and q~ - q~' ~ sG then q~ = ~o' for ~o, ~o' ~ M*. 
Consider p ~ M with sp = F.~ laiPi, a i ~ `4, and h(a i) = a i + ci s2, 
where c i c a, 1 < i <_ r. Define q = Y'.~=lscipi ~ saF .  This element q is 
uniquely determined by p, h and Pl . . . . .  Pr- For let sp = F.~=la'iP i,
h(a' i) = a' i + c'i s2, q' = F.ri=lsc'iPi, where c' i ~ a, 1 < i < r. Then sa i=  
~)i(sp) = sa'i so that ci s3= c'i s3. Therefore ci sz= c'i s2, hence sq = sq'. 
Now use (ii). So we may define X: M~M by X(P)=P+q,  where 
sx(p)  = F.~=lh(ai)Pi. In the same way we obtain a map X*: M* ~ M* ,  
where sq~ = Er= lbiqoi implies sx*(q~) = ~'.r=lh(bi)qo i. 
To see that X is h-semi- l inear observe that sx(  p + p ' )= 
s;((p)  + sx (p ' )  and sx(a  p)  = sh(a )x (p)  for a ~ A and p, p' ~ M. More- 
over we have X(P  + P') - X (P)  - X(P ' )  ~ sF and x(ap)  - h (a )x (p)  
sF, whence X(P  + P') = X(P )  + X(P ' )  and x(ap)  = h(a )x (p)  by (ii). 
Analogously for X*- 
Let us verify property (1). By construction, X(P) -P  ~saF  and 
X*(~o) - q~ ~ saG for p ~ M, q~ ~ M*. The main point is the last for- 
mula. Consider p ~ M, q~ ~ M* with sp = Y'YiffilaiPi and s~o = Er=lbi~oi . 
Then X*(sq~)(X(sp)) = E~i= lh(ai)h(bi)s = h(y'.r= laibis) = h(s~o(sp)). Thus 
we obtain sZx*(~o)(X(p)) = s2h(~o(p)). Moreover X*(~o)(X(p)) - h (¢ (p) )  
As, and hence X*(~o)(X(p)) = h(~o(p)) by (i). 
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Property (2) is obvious from X(Pi)  = Pi, X*(%) = ~oi, 1 < i <_ r, and 
X(P)  - P ~ F, X*(~P) - q~ ~ G. 
As an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma we obtain 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let M be a module over a positively graded ring 
.4 = ~i ~ o A i, R = A o, and M s be free of  rank r for some s ~ R. Then there 
exists t ~ ~ such that for every substitution map h,. with c - 1 ~ Rs 2t and 
any p ~ M there exists p' ~ p + s~A +M such that OM(p')  = Ahc(Og(p) ) .  
Indeed, choose p'  = X(P).  
Some criteria for the existence of  unimodular elements. Now we show 
our criteria for the existence of unimodular elements in modules over 
positively graded rings and certain localizations of such rings including 
Laurent polynomial rings. 
(1.6) PROPOSmON. Let M be a module over a positively graded ring A,  
and M s be free for  some s ~ R, R = A o. Let S cA  be a multiplicatively 
closed set o f  homogeneous elements. Let p ~ M be an element such that 
Ps~l+m) ~ Um(Ms~l+m)) and s ~ rad(Om(p)  + A +). Then there exists an 
element p' ~ p + sA +M such that p'S ~ Um(Ms). 
Proof. By the assumptions, Og(p)  contains elements u(1 + bs) and 
s / + a with u ~ S, b ~ R, a ~ A+, and l > 0. By (1.5) for the substitution 
map h = h c of A with c = 1 - b2ts 2t there is an element p' ~ M such 
that p - p' ~ s'A +M and Og(p ' )  =- Ah(Og(p) )  for t large enough. Since 
u is homogeneous and 1 + bs ~ R, we have c~u(1 + bs) = h(u(1 + bs)) 
h (Og(p) )  for some j _> 0. Moreover, a cA+ implies s t + ca' = h(s t + a) 
h (Og(p) )  for some a' ~A+ and l > 0. As 1 + bs divides c, and c and 
s are comaximal, we get u ~ Ah(OM(p) ) )  , whence u ~ Og(p ' ) ,  and hence 
! 
Ps ~ Urn(Ms). 
(1.7) COROLLARY. Let M, A ,  and s be as in the proposition, and let 
p ~ M be such that Pl+ns ~ Um(Ml+m)  and pl+A+~ Um(MI+A+). Then 
there exists p' ~ Urn(M) with p - p' ~ sA +M. 
Proof. Let the multiplicative set S equal {1}. Then Pl +A. ~ Um(MI +A+) 
means 1 ~ Og(p)  + A+, whence the assertion. 
In case of polynomial rings, we shall apply the following 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Under the notations and assumptions of  Proposition 
(1.6) on M, A ,  and s, let p ~ M be such that Og(p)  + A+s =A and 
A /  OM(p)  is an integral extension of  R /  R (~ Og(p) .  Then there exists 
p' ~ Urn(M) with p' - p ~ sA +M. 
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Proof. Since A~ OM(P) is an integral extension of R~ R N OM(P), the 
lying-over theorem and OM(P) + As = A imply OM(P) n R + Rs = R. 
Now (1.7) gives the assertion. 
(1.9) EXAMPLE. Let C = k [X  l, X 2, Yl, Y2] be a polynomial ring over a 
feld k, and let A = C~ C( XI X 2 -X2Y) ) .  Then all finitely generated projec- 
tive A-modules are free. 
Proof. It suffices to show that every projective A-module P has a 
unimodular element. As Pie(A) = 0, it remains to handle the case rank(P) 
>2.  
We have the residue class epimorphism /3: C - - *A  with ker( /3)= 
C(X IY2-XzY | ) .  Write xi=/3(Xi ) ,  yi=/3(Y/), i=  1,2. Then xtY2 = 
xzyl,  and/3 indices canonical embeddings of k[X 1, X 2] and k[Y I, Y2] into 
A as subrings k[x l, x 2] and k[y 1, Y2], respectively. Note that the localiza- 
tions of P at x i and Yi, i = 1,2, are free, because Ax, = k[xi, x~l][xi, yi] 
and Ay~ = k[y i, yTt][yj, x i] are polynomial rings over principal ideal do- 
mains, i4 : j ,  1 < i , j  <2 .  
Consider A=A/Axzy  2 and fi = P/x2.._yzP. One has x2y 2 = 0 and 
"~IY2 = XzYl, whence ~2y I = 0, and hence Are d = C~ (XtY  2, XzY  1, X2Y 2) 
is a discrete Hodge-algebra over k. By a theorem of Vorst projective 
modules over discrete Hodge-algebras over a field are free, and so fired = 
,ZTr~e ®/5 is free, whence/5 is free. So Um(/5) ~ 0,  and hence there exists 
some p ~ P reducing modulo xzy2P to a unimodular element in /5. 
Therefore, the order ideal Oe(p) contains an element 1 + axzy2, a ~ A. 
By (1.3), we can choose p such that ht(Oe(p)) > rank(P) > 2. Hence the 
inverse image a = q~-~(Ot,(p)) in C has ht(ct )> 3. This implies 
ht(a n k[X~, X2]) > 1 and ht(a n k[Y 1, Y2]) > 1, whence there exist non- 
zero polynomials f ~ k[Xl, x 2] and g ~ k[y l, Y2] in Oe(p). 
Let us first handle the case that k is infinite. Every c ~ A defines a 
k[xz, yz]-automorphism 0 of A by setting O(x 1) =x  I + cx 2, O(y l) = 
y~ + cy 2. As k is infinite, we can choose c ~ k such that f is monic in x z 
over k[O(xl)] and g in Y2 over k[O(yl)]. As 0(xl)y 2 = x20(yl), we may 
assume without loss of generality that f and g are monie in x 2 over k[x~] 
and in Y2 over k[yl], respectively. So A/Oe(p)  is integral over 
k[xa, Yl, Y2] /Op(p)  n k[xl, Yl, Y2] and over D~ Oe(P) fq D with D = 
k[x 1, x 2, y~] as well. Using Axzy 2 + Oe(p) = A and the latter integral 
dependence one gets from the lying-over theorem that Or(p) A D + Dx 2 
= D, i.e., Oe(p) contains some element v = 1 + bx 2 with b ~ D. 
Write b as b = b~ + bzy I with b~ ~ k[x~, x 2] and b 2 ~ D, so that 
v = 1 + blx 2 + b2yjx 2. We can regard A as a positively graded ring 
A = ~/=0 A'i with A'0 = k[xl, x2] and A' 1 = A'0yl + A'oY2. As Px2 is free 
(as is Px) and b~ ~ A' 0, it follows from Proposition (1.5) that there exists 
an A'0-endomorphism h of A with h(y i) = (1 - h2, 2,~ ~1 X  "Yi, n ~ ~,  i --- 1, 2, 
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such that there exists an element p' ~p +x2Y2P with Op(p')= 
Ah(Oe(p) ) .  We have ,5' =.~ and f = h( f )  ~ Oe(P') .  Moreover we have 
h(v) ~ Op(p') ,  with h(v)  = (1 + b,x2)(1 + dylX 2) for some d ~ D. And 
we get h(1 + ax2y 2) = 1 + a'xzy2(1 + b lx  2) ~ Oe(p') ,  for suitable a'. 
Hence we obtain 1 + dy~x 2 ~ Op(p ' )  n D. 
As f is monic in x 2 and f~D,  it follows that D/D T~Op(p')  is 
integral over k[x  I ,yl] ,  and so Oe(p ' )  n D + Dy I = D implies that 
Oe(p ' )  O k[Xl,  Yl] + k[x l ,  Yl]Yl = k[x l ,  Yl]. Hence Oe(p ' )  contains an 
element w = 1 + uy I ~ k[x , ,  Yl]. Now consider A as a positively graded 
ring A = ~.>oAi  with A 0 = k[xl,  y 1] and A 1 =Aox  2 +Aoy  2. Let s = 
y~ and R = A o. We have just shown that P'~+m ~ Um(Pl+m)- Moreover, 
P~ is free and P'I+A÷~ Um(PI+A+). Hence it follows from Corollary (1.7) 
that P contains a unimodular element, and we are done with the case of 
an infinite field. 
Let now k be an arbitrary field. Extend A by an indeterminate T to 
A[T]. It suffices to show that P'  = A[T]  ® P is free because P ' /TP '  -- P. 
Let S = (k[T])*. Then A s = k(T)[Xl ,  x2, Yl, Yz], with x ly  z = x2y I. As 
k(T)  is infinite, Ps is free, and hence there exists a (monic) polynomial 
f (T )  ~ S such that /of is free. By the affine Horrocks theorem this implies 
the freeness of P, and the assertion is proved. 
Let us now consider projective modules P over polynomial rings A = 
R[T1 , . . . ,  T~]. Such P is called R-large (or simply "large"), if rank(P) >_ 
1 + dim R. 
We use the following lovely observation of Suslin (Suslin's Monic 
Polynomial theorem, [La, Chap. III, Section 3]). 
(1.10) PROPOSITION (Suslin). Let a be an ideal o f  large height in a 
polynomial ring A = R[T  I . . . .  , T~] (i.e., ht(a) >_ 1 + dim(R)), and let T = 
T n. Then there exists a transformation of  indeterminates, T i' = T i + T r' for  
1 <_ i < n - 1 and some r i ~ ~, and T" = T ("Nagata transformation") 
such that a contains a polynomial that is monic in T over B = 
R[T~, . . . ,T "  1]. 
The next result plays a key part in our proof of the "Unimodular 
Element theorem" of Bhatwadekar and Roy ((1.12) below). It works as a 
natural substitute for the patching arguments used by Bhatwadekar and 
Roy in proving their theorem. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Let P be a large projective module over a polynomial 
ring A = R[T  I . . . . .  Tn], n >_ 1, and let Ps be free for  some s ~ R. Let T be 
one of  the indeterminates, say T= Tn. Then Urn(P)~ Um(P/  sTP)  is 
surjective. 
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Proof. If s is nilpotent, the assertion is obvious. Otherwise we have 
rank(P s) > dim R. Let p ~ P be unimodular modulo sTP. Then the order 
ideal Oe(p) contains an element of 1 + AsT. By (1.3) we can choose p so 
that Op(p) is large, and, moreover, (1.10) allows to assume without loss of 
generality that Oe(P) contains a polynomial that is monic in T over 
B = R[T I , . . . ,T , , _ I ] .  Thus AlOe(p)  is an integral extension of 
B/OF(P)  n B, and (1.8) implies the existence of a unimodular element p' 
such that p' ~ p + sTP, and hence we are done. 
We shall now show the existence of unimodular elements in large 
projective modules over polynomial rings as obtained by Bhatwadekar and 
Roy [BR, Theorem 3.1]. The original proof used reduction modulo sTP 
but did not establish the surjection Um(P)  ~ Urn(P/sTP) .  Furthermore 
it assumes the theorem of Quillen and Suslin, i.e., the case dim R = 0. 
Our proof will be directly derived from (1.11) and we do not need the 
theorem of Quillen and Suslin. So, in particular, we obtain a further 
approach to this crucial result. 
(1.12) THEOREM (Quillen and Suslin; Bhatwadekar and Roy). Every 
large projective module over a polynomial ring A = R[ T l . . . . .  T,,] contains a 
unimodular element. (n >_ O) 
Proof. We induct on dim A, where we always can assume the ring in 
question is reduced with connected spectrum. If dim A = 0, the assertion 
is clear. Let l = dim A > 1. One can write A = D[X~ . . . . .  Xm], where 
dim D > 1. Then the localization D s of D at the set of non-zero-divisors 
of D has smaller dimension than D and so dim A s < l. Since even 
dim D s = 0 and Ps is Ds-large, Ps is free by the induction hypothesis. 
Hence there exists a non-zero-divisor s ~ D such that Ps is free. If 
m = n = 0, then the induction hypothesis implies Um(P /sP)  --/: 0 ,  and 
one finishes with (1.3). If dim R > 1 and n >_ 1, then we can set D = R, 
X i = T/, and m = n. In this case the induction hypothesis implies Urn(P /  
sTP)--/: 0 ,  because P/  sTP is R[T]/sTR[T]-large, T= T I. Hence we 
obtain from (1.11) that Um(P)  4: 0.  The case not covered by (1.11) is 
when dim R = 0 and rank(P) = 1. But then A is a polynomial ring over a 
field, and P being of rank 1 is free so that Urn(P) :g 0.  This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
(1.13) COROLLARY (Quillen and Suslin). Let P be a projective module 
over a polynomial ring over a field. Then P is free. 
The surjection Um(P)  ~ Um(P/sTP)  looks a bit technical, but in fact 
it is the key result for proving more natural surjections like Um(P)  
Um(P /TP)  or Um(P /~P) ,  ~ an ideal in R. 
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One has to use the following 
(1.14) LEMMA. Let M be a projectiL,e module oL~er a ring A, and a, b be 
ideals in A. Consider the natural commutatfl,e diagram: 
Um(M/  abM)  , Um(M/  aM)  
1 1 
Um(M/bM)  ,Um(M/ (a  + b)M). 
(1) I f  Urn(M/aM)  --* Urn(M/ (a  + b)M) is surjective, then so is 
Um(M/abM)  ---, Urn(M/bM) .  
(2) I f  Um(M/abM)  ~ Um(M/ (a  + b)M) is  sutjectfl~e, then so are 
Um(M/at )M)  ~ Um(M/aM)  and Urn(M/abM)  --* Urn(M/bM) .  
This applies in particular when Um(M) --* Urn(M/ (a  + b)M) is surjectfl,e. 
Proof. This follows from the cartesianity of 
A~ (an  b) , A~ o 
1 1 
A/b  ,A / (o  + b). 
Since M is projective the analogous diagram for M instead of A is 
cartesian too. And this new diagram remains cartesian when applying 
"Urn." Note that Urn(M/abM)  ~ Urn(M/ (a  c~ b)M) is surjective. 
(1.15) PROPOSITION. Let P be a large projectfl,e module ouer a polyno- 
mial ring A = R[ T l . . . . .  T,, ]. 
(1) I f  g is an ideal in R, then Urn(P) --o Urn(P /~P)  is surjectit~e. 
(2) I f  n > 1 and T denotes one of the indeterminates, then Urn(P) --* 
Urn(P /TP)  is surjectfl,e. 
Proof. We argue as in the proof of (1.12), now with the help of (1.14). 
If n = 0 the result follows from (1.3) and if dim R = 0 then P is free. 
Therefore say dim R >_ 1, n > 1, and choose s, D as in the cited proof. 
Take a = sA and b = TA in Lemma (1.14). By inductive hypothesis the 
maps Um(P/  aP)  --* Um(P/  (a + b)P )  and Um(P/  bP)  --* 
Um(P/ (a  + b)P)  are surjective, and by (1.11) the map Urn(P)--* 
Um(P/ (ab)P)  is surjective. We find that Urn(P )~ Urn(P /TP)  and 
Urn(P) --* Um(P /sP)  are surjective. For any r ~ R, by inductive hypoth- 
esis, Um(P/sP)  ~ Urn(P / ( rA  + sA)P)  is surjective, so that Um(P / rsP)  
-o Urn(P / rP )  is surjective. Also Urn(P) --* Urn(P / rsTP)  is surjective by 
(1.11), and thus similarly Urn(P) --* Urn(P / rsP )  is surjective, as well as 
Um(P)  ~ Urn(P / rP ) .  As r ~ R was arbitrary, we get our claim. 
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The case o f  proper Laurent  po lynomial  extensions. Now we shall gener- 
alize Lemma (1.11) to proper Laurent polynomial rings A = B[Y ,Y - I ] ,  
B = R[T1 , . . . ,  T~, Y~± 1 . . . . .  Ym ~ ~] with the result stated as Theorem (1.19) 
below. As in the polynomial case our proof is independent from the 
theorem of Quillen and Suslin and its generalization to Laurent polyno- 
mial rings due to Swan in [Swl]. Moreover the proof is also independent 
of our preceding results for polynomial rings (1.11) and (1.12) above. 
Conversely, Theorem (1.12) can be derived from Theorem (1.19) below, 
because a polynomial ring A 7 R[T  l . . . . .  T~] can be studied by means 
of the retraction A[ Y, Y- ~ ] _L2_L, A. 
If A = B[Y ,Y  -1] is a Laurent polynomial ring over a ring B, then a 
Laurent polynomial f ~ A is called doubly monic  if in the representation 
f = Y'.~=_tbjY ~ the leading coefficients b_ I and b t are  equal to 1. If 
f E B[Y ]  is monic and f(0) = 1, then f is called special monic.  If f ~ A is 
doubly monic as above, then yt f  is special monic. 
We have a generalization of Suslin's Monic Polynomial theorem to 
Laurent polynomials due to Mandal [[Mn], Lemma 2.3]: 
(1.16) PROPOSITION. Let  a be an R-large ideal in ,4 = B[Y ,  Y-1] ,  B = 
R[ T1, . . . ,  Tn, YI ± 1 . . . . .  ym ~ 1]. Then there exist R[ Y, Y -  1 ] -automorphisms 0~. 
o f  A defined by Oy(T  i) = T i + y t , _  y- , ,  and Oy(Y j )= Yirt~, where tj, 
lj >_ 1, 1 < i <_ n, 1 <_ j <_ m,  such that a contains a special monic  polyno-  
mia l  in Y over Or (B) .  
In the pure Laurent case n = 0, the result is due to Suslin [[Su2], 
Lemma 7.1]. We refer to (1.16) as "Special Monic theorem" and to 0 r as 
"Suslin-Mandal transformation". 
The following technical observation will be useful in the proof of 
Theorem (1.19): 
(1.17) LEMMA. Let  A = B[Y ,Y - I ] ,  B = R[T  1 . . . . .  Tn, Y1 ±1 . . . . .  Ym~l], 
m + n > 1, s ~ R not  ni lpotent and a 1 . . . . .  a r ~ A .  
Then there exist e lements a'l, . . . , a' r ~ A with a' i ~ a i + As(  Y - 1) and 
ht(F.r= 1A sty_ 1)a'i) > r such that fo r  every Sus l in -Manda l  t ransformat ion 0 r 
there exist t, t', l ~ ~ with y ta '  i ~ i f [Y ] ,  1 < i < r, and B' = Oy(B) ,  and 
moreover  Yta'r ~ s tw t' + B ' [Y ]Y ,  with w := O(I-li~ tY/). 
Proof. Set z = (1 - Y)I-I~= iT/Him__ 1Y/. Since s is not nilpotent and the 
differences z~ - z ~' are non-zero-divisors for different v, v' ~ N, one has 
ht(Asa'  l) > 1 for almost all a' 1 = a I + sz ~, A ~ N. One can choose A so 
large that for every Susl in-Mandal transformation 0 r there exists X ~ IN 
with YX'a' 1 ~ sw ~ + B ' [Y ]Y .  Now one can find a'[ ~ a i + As(Y  - 1), 2 _< i 
_ A "" > r, where " = a' l, by standard prime < r, such that ht(Er=l s(Y_l)ai) a 1 
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avoidance arguments. Set a' i=a"  i for 1 < i<r -1 .  Then a' r can be 
chosen as a" r - s (Y  - 1)(a'l )e for sufficiently large e ~ I~. 
(1.18) COnOLLARY. Let M be a module over a Laurent polynomial ring 
A as in (1.17) and M s be free of  rank r for some non-nilpotent s ~ R. Let 
p ~Mand F= E~ Ap i, G = E" ,= l i= 1A q~i be s-dual submodules o f  M and 
M*,  respectively, with (~oi( Pj)) = diag(s . . . . .  s) as in (1.1). Then there exists 
an element q ~ s (Y  - 1)F with the following properties: 
(1) ht(As( v_ 1)OM(p + q)) > r. 
(2) For any Susl in-Mandal transformation Oy there exist l, t ~ ~ such 
that Ytq~i( p + q) ~ B'[Y], 1 < i < r, and ytq~ (p  + q) ~ stw , + B,[Y]Y, 
where w' is a unit in B'. 
Proof Put a i = %(p).  By (1.17) there exist c i cA  such that the 
elements a' i = a i + s2(y -  1)ci, 1 < i < r, have the properties of (1.17). 
Set q = s (Y -  1)E~=~cip  and note that a' i = q~i(P + q) for 1 < i < r. 
Now we are prepared for proving the main result of this section. 
(1.19) THEOREM. Let P be a projective module over a Laurent polyno- 
mial ring A = B[Y, Y- i ] ,  B = R[T  l . . . . .  T,,, Yl +-1 . . . . .  y,~ i] such that Ps is 
free o f  rank(Ps) > 1 + dim R for some s ~ R. 
Then the map Um(P)  ~ Um(P/  s (Y -  1)P) is surjective. 
Proof. We assume m +n > 1. (If m +n < 1 we simply put in more 
variables and use a retraction.) By (1.1) we can choose st-dual submodules 
F = ~r=lAPi and G = ~r=lAq9 i of P and P*, respectively, (qoi(pj))= 
diag(s t. . . . .  st), and stp c F, s 'P*c  G. As Um(P/s ' (Y -1 )P )  
Um(P /s (Y -  1)P) is surjective, we assume that t = 1, whence 0 :A S = 
0 :A s2. 
Let the overbar denote reduction modulo As(Y -  1) and s (Y -  1)P as 
well, and consider some p e P with /5 ~ Um(fi) .  By (1.18) we may 
assume without loss of generality that ht(As(y_ l )Op(p))  >_ r and that for 
any Susl in-Mandal  transformation 0 r, there exist l , t  ~ ~ such that 
YIq~i(p) ~ B'[Y], 1 < i < r, and ylq~,(p) ~ stw , + B'[Y]Y,  where w' is a 
unit in B'. Since ,5 ~ Urn(P),  we have Oe(p)  + A(Y -  1)s = A, because 
P is projective. Moreover, Oe(p)  + As(Y -  1) = A and ht(A~(y_ t)Oe(p)) 
> r imply that ht (Oe(p) )  > r. 
By Proposit ion (1.16) we can choose 0 r so that Oe(p)  contains a special 
monic polynomial f (Y )  with coefficients in B'. 
As f(0) = 1, we have A = B'[Y]  + fA  and Af  N B'[Y] = B ' [Y] f ,  and 
it follows from A = Op(p)+As(Y -1)  and f~ Oe(p)  that A = 
Oe(P)  + B ' [Y ] (Y  - 1)s, whence B'[Y] = Op(p)  n B'[Y] + B ' [Y ] (Y  - 
1)s. In addition, we get B'  = Op(p)  N B' + B's because f is monic in Y 
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and therefore B'[Y] /  B'[Y] n Oe(P) is integral over B' /  B' n Oe(P). 
Hence Op(p) contains elements 1 + bs with b ~ B' and 1 + a(Y -  1)s 
with a ~ B'[Y]. So there exist 0'1, ~b~ ~ P* with O'l(P) = 1 + bs and ~b~ = 
1 + a(Y -1 )s .  Observe that, for sufficiently large h ~ N, YX~b~(pi)E 
B'[Y], 1 <j  < 2, and 1 < i < r. Set ~bj = YA~b~, j = 1,2. 
Set P~+l = ytp, ~Pr+j = Oj, J = 1,2, and consider the B'[Y]-modules 
M r+l  ~ x-'r + 2n,r ' , -  1 = ~i=1B [Y]Pi and H = ~i=1 txj~o r One has ~oi(pj) ~ B'[Y] for 
1 < j _< r + 1, 1 _< i _< r + 2, and so we can look on H as a submodule of 
, = r some b i ~ A, M* where A ®B'tvl H c P*. We have spr+ 1 Ei=lbiPgFfor_ 
and sb i = S~Oi(Pr+l) , SO S2pr+l = Y~=ls~i(pr+l)pi ~ = E ~.,=lB'[Y]pi 
and similarly s2~bi ~ G' = Z,r=lB'[Y]~pi, j = 1,2. Hence M s and H s are 
free with Ms = F s and H~ = G~, with F'  and G' as s-dual submodules of 
M and M*, respectively. 
We have the s2-analytic B'-endomorphism h of B'[Y] defined by 
h(Y -  1) = (Y -  1)(1 - b2s2). By Lemma (1.4), there are h-semi-linear 
maps X: M ~ M and X*: M* ~ M* with X*(~P)(X(P)) = h(q~(p)) for 
every ~p ~ M*, p ~ M, where X,,*(H) c H and so A ®B'tyl x*(H)  c P*. 
As shown above ~P~(P~+1) = stw + dY with some d ~ B'[Y], ~bl(Pr+l )  = 
YX+t(1 + bs) and ~b2(p~+ I) = Ya+t(1 + a(Y -  1)s). Hence the h-images 
of these three elements belong to  OM(X(Pr+l)) and, hence, by the above 
remarks, also to Op(1 ® X(P~+I))- As h(Y)  = (Y  - 1)(1 - b2s 2) + 1, and 
h(1 + bs) = 1 + bs, we obtain that the three h-images generate a power of 
Y. So 1 ® X(Pr+l ) E Um(P)  and the theorem is proved. 
2. THE ELEMENTARY-TRANSITIVE-ACTION THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove the "Elementary-transitive-action heo- 
rem" for large projective modules over Laurent polynomial rings (Theo- 
rem (2.6). below). 
The groups E(A,  P). I f  an A-module M splits as M = Q • P, then 
any ~p ~ Horn(Q, P), ~/, ~ Hom(P,  Q) define automorphisms by (u, v) 
(u, v + ~p(u)), (u, v) ~ (u + ~b(v), v), respectively, u ~ Q, v ~ P. The 
subgroup of Aut(M)  generated by these maps is denoted by E(Q, P). If Q 
and P are projective and a is any proper ideal in A, then the natural map 
E(Q, P) ~ E(Q/aQ,  P~ aP) is easily seen to be surjective. The following 
lovely technical observation [Su2, Lemma 2.1] will be an important ool. 
(2.1) LEMMA (Suslin). Let f = ( f l ,  f2) E B[T] 2, and c ~ B N 
(Al l  + Af2), c = g l f l  + g2f2 with A = B[T]. Then for any commutative 
B-algebra C and any b, b' ~ C with b' ~ b + Cc one has f(b')  = f (b)a  for 
some matrix a ~ SL(2, C). 
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Let p~, . . . ,p r  be elements in an ,4-module M. They will be called 
c-orthogonal, c e ,4 ,  if there exist q~ . . . . .  q~ e M* such that 
(%(Pi)) ,<i . j<,-= diag (c . . . . .  c).  
The main lemma. The key point is the following result: 
(2.2) MAIN LEMMA. Let A = B[X] be a polynomial ring over a ring B 
and C be a B-algebra. Let s ~ B and p l, • .-, Pr be s-orthogonal elements in 
a C-module P, r > 2. Suppose we are given an element p ~ C • P of the 
form p = (f(b),E~=lfi(b)pi),  where f l  is monic and (f ,  f l  . . . . .  f~) ~ 
Umr+ 1('4), r > 2, b ~ C. Then, for all b' ~ b + Cs, there exist s-orthogo- 
nal p'~ . . . . .  P'r ~ P such that 
P - -E(c .P)( f (b ' ) ,  ~ f i (b ' )p , ) .  
i=1 
Proof. Consider the set J of all c ~ B such that for all b, b' ~ C with 
b' ~ b + Ccs and all s-orthogonal p l . . . . .  Pr ~ P the assertion holds. We 
have to show 1 E J. As 0 ~ J, J is not empty. Moreover, it is easily 
checked that J is an ideal in B. Hence we are reduced to proving that J is 
not contained in any maximal ideal of B. 
Claim. B~( ,4 f l  +Ag)  c J  for all g~f r+ a, where a =. , , I f+ 
Er-~Afi .
Write g = df + h, h ~ f~ + ET£~Afi. There exist p" ~ Pi + Ap. 1 <_ i 
_ _ r = E i= l f i (b )P i  + h(b)Pr, and we have p ~E < r 1, with Y ' . i= l f i (b )P i  r - I  . 
p + d(b) f (b )p  r, and hence p ~E P", P" =P  + d(b) f (b)Pr  = 
(f(b),  r-1 . . . . . .  F_,i=lfi(b)pi + g(b)pr). The elements Pl . . . . .  P~-J,Pr are s-or- 
thogonal. 
Let now c ~ B ¢q (,4f~ + ,4g) and b' ~ b + Ccs. The first component 
f (b )  of p" can be changed into f(b'), because f (b ' )  ~ f (b)  + Ccs and 
cs ~ Oe(q), where q denotes the second component of p". Hence we 
obtain p" N E p', where p'  = (f(b'),  q). Suslin's lemma implies that we can 
change the presentation of q such that q = Z~=lfi(b')p~ for suitable 
s-orthogonal p] . . . .  , p'~ ~ P. So c ~ J and the claim is established. 
Let now m be any maximal ideal in B. As f t  is monic, the residue class 
ring_ .,4 = ,4 / ( ,4 f~ + Am)  is semilocal. Therefore, and because 
( f ,  f2 . . . .  , fr)._.~ Um~(,4), there exists an element g ~ f~ + a such that 
is a unit in ,4. This is well known and can be easily shown by standard 
prime avoidance arguments. Hence Al l  + Ag + Am =,4, and from this 
we obtain B~(Af l  + ,z lg )+m=B,  because f l  is monic. So we get 
B n (Af~ + Ag)  ~ m, and, on the other side, we have B A (Af~ + ,4g) c J 
by the above claim. Therefore J c m, and the lemma is proved. 
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Observe that, in the setting of the preceding lemma, s belongs to the 
order ideal Oc~v(p), because the p~, . . . ,p~ are s-orthogonal and 
( f (b ) , f l (b )  . . . . .  fr(b)) ~ Umr+l(C)  for all b ~ C. Hence we get p 
Um(C • P), if f ~ 1 + As. This is the case we are interested in. It will 
come out (Proposition (2.5) below) that under this assumption even 
p mE(C, p) (1, 0). 
The next lemma is the most important conclusion from the foregoing 
lemma. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Under the assumptions and notations of Lemma (2.2) 
suppose f ~ 1 + As. Then 
( r ) 
P-E ,c ,P ,  f (O) ,  E f i (O)p ;  
i=1  
for some s-orthogonal P' I , . . . ,  P'r ~ P. I f  f ~ 1 + AsX, then p WE(c. p) (1, 0). 
Proof As f + (1 - f )  "f~ ~ 1 + As, we can change fr into an element 
of 1 + As. Hence we may assume fr ~ 1 + As without loss of generality. 
As f l  is monic, B N (A l l  + Aft)  contains an element w ~ 1 + Bs, and 
one has wf(O) ~ 1 + Bs because f ~ 1 + As. Set z = wf(O). Since zb 
b + Cs, the main  lemma impl ies  P ~E P' ,  where  p '  -- 
(f(zb),E~i=lfi(zb)p~) for some s-orthogonal P'l . . . .  ,p ' r~P .  As w c 
B ¢q (A l l  + Aft), we get w ~ Af l (zb) + Afr(zb), hence sw ~ Oe(p') and 
so sz ~ Op(p'). Moreover, f ~ 1 + As implies f (zb)  ~ f(O) + Csz. 
Therefore we can change the first component f (zb)  of p' into f(0) 
elementarily. But z is defined as a multiple of f(0), and so we can finally 
change the second component of p'  into Y~= l fi(O)p~ elementarily, and the 
first assertion of the lemma is proved. If f ~ 1 + AsX, then f(0) = 1 and 
we get p ~E (1, 0). 
We are now in a position where it is easy to prove the desired 
elementary-transitive-action heorem. Before doing that let us show that 
under the assumptions of the main lemma p ~E (1, 0), if f ~ 1 + As. First 
we easily obtain 
(2.4) COROLt.ARV. Let P be a module over a Laurent polynomial ring 
A = B[Y, Y -  1] and pl . . . .  , P~ ~ P be s-orthogonal for some s ~ B, r > 2. 
Let ( f ,  f l  . . . . .  f~) E Umr+ I(A), where f ~ 1 + As and f l  is doubly monic. 
Then ( f , S.r= l f i P i  ) ~ E(A, P) (1, 0). 
Proof Observe that A = B[Y] + Al l  since f l  is doubly monic. There- 
fore, we can assume that f , fz . . . . .  fr ~ B[Y]. Substituting p~ by p lY  t for 
a suitable l, it suffices to consider the case f l  ~ B[Y] with f~(O) = 1. Note 
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that ( f ,  f l  . . . . .  f~) ~ Umr+I(B[Y]).  Write fz = 1 - Yh. Since s 
sYh + Oe(f lp 1) n B[Y], we may assume that in addition f ~ 1 + sYB[Y]. 
Now Lemma (2.2) applies. 
By a nice trick we have learnt from [BM, Proposition 4.4] we can now 
show 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions and notations of Lemma 
(2.2) suppose, additionally, f ~ 1 + As. Then p ~c .P )  (1,0). 
Proof Extend ,4 to the proper Laurent polynomial ring ` 4' = ,4[Y, Y-1] 
and set C' = ,4' ®A C, P '=C '®c P, and le tZ=X+Y+Y-~-2 .  Then 
we have A '= B'[Y,Y -j] for B '= B[Z], f~  1 +,4's, and fl  becomes a 
doubly monic polynomial in Y over B' because it is monic in X over B. By 
Corollary (2.4), we have 1 ®c' P ~E (1, 0). The retraction ,4' v= 1 ,4 maps 
Z onto X, whence B' onto B[X], and so it induces a surjection E(C', P') 
E(C, P). Therefore p w E (1, 0), and the proposition is proved. 
The elementary-transitive-action theorem. Now we are going to prove 
the main result of this paper. (Editor: Compare [Wi2].) 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let A = R[T l . . . .  , Tn  ' y l : t : l  . . . .  , ym ~ 1] be a (Laurent) 
polynomial extension of a noetherian ring R of finite Krull dimension 
d = dim R, and let P be a projective ,4-module of rank(P)  >_ 
max(2, dim(R) + 1). Then E(,4, P) acts transitively on Um(A • P). 
Proof We induce on dim A, where it suffices to consider the case that 
P is of constant rank, say r. If dim .4 = i or dim A = d, then r > dim A, 
and the assertion is covered by a result of Bass (cf. Corollary (1.3)). 
Suppose d imA_> 2 and d<dimA.  Observe that then A can be re- 
garded as a (Laurent) polynomial extension of a subring R' with dim R' = 
max(1, d): If d = 1, set R' = R, and if d = 0, then R' can be chosen as 
polynomial extension or a Laurent polynomial extension of R in one 
indeterminate, whence dim R '= 1 in this case. As r >_ 2, P is also 
R'-large. Hence we can assume without loss of generality d _> 1, writing R 
instead of R'. 
We may assume A is reduced. By Swan's extension of the theorem of 
Quillen and Suslin there exists a non-zero-divisor s ~ R such that dim R~ 
Rs =d-  1 and Ps is free of rank Ps=r .  By Lemma (1.1) there exist 
st-orthogonal elements Pl . . . . .  Pr ~P such that stP cF  with F= 
Er= tap i and t ~ I%/. We can assume t = 1. Denote reduction modulo s by 
an overbar. As .4 is  a (Laurent) polynomial extension o f /~  and dim A-= 
dim ,4 - 1, the induction hypothesis implies that E(A, P) acts transitively 
on Um(A- -~ /~). Hence  we get (a,  q )~e (1 ,0 )  for every 
(a, q) ~ Um(A • P). As the automorphisms of E(A, P) can be lifted to 
automorphisms of E(A, P), we obtain that every (a, q) ~ Um(,4 ~9 P)  can 
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be elementarily transformed into some ( f ,  p) with f ~ 1 + As and p ~ sP. 
As sPcF ,  we can write p = Er=lfiPi . Now f~ 1 +As and ( f ,p )  
"Um(A (9 P) imply ( f ,  f l  . . . . .  fr) E Umr+ I(A). By prime avoidance (take 
sfl for s in Lemma (1.2)) we can find g ~ f + sf lA,  gi ~ fi + sftA,  
i = 2 . . . . .  r, such that the ideal J generated by g, gz . . . . .  gr is of large 
height. Note that ( f ,  3".~:= ~ f i  Pi) ~ E(.4. P) (g,  f L P l + y'r= 2 gi Pi ) and observe 
that J is also generated by g, sg2, . . . ,  sg r. 
In the case where A is a pure polynomial extension of R, replace A by 
A[Y ,Y  -l] and use the retraction A[Y ,Y  -l] Y=I,A afterwards. Without 
loss of generality we can assume by Proposition (1.16) that J contains a 
special monic polynomial. It is easy to see that f l  + J contains a doubly 
monic polynomial. Thus we can assume that f l  itself is a doubly monic 
polynomial and now Proposition (2.5) gives the claim. 
The elementary-transitive-action theorem for discrete Hodge-algebras. Let 
A be a discrete Hodge-algebra over a noetherian ring R of finite Krull 
dimension d = dim R. That means that A = R[X l . . . . .  X, , ] / I ,  where I is 
generated by monomials X(~.. .  X~,, 0 _< l l . . . . .  l, or I = 0. A finitely 
generated projective A-module P is called R-large, or simply large for 
short, if rank(P) > d + 1. 
Vorst raised the question of whether all large projective modules over a 
discrete Hodge-algebra are cancellative and whether they have a unimodu- 
lar element like in the case of large projective modules over polynomial 
rings [Vo2, 3.1]. A nice theorem due to Vorst [Vol] states that all finitely 
generated projective modules over a discrete Hodge-algebra over R are 
extended from R if this is true for polynomial rings over R. Recently 
Wiemers has proved that both questions of Vorst have a positive answer 
[Wil, Corollary 4.3]. In fact, he proved that large projective 
R[X l . . . . .  Xn] /  I-modules P are homomorphic images P = P ' /  IP' of 
projective R[X l . . . . .  Xn]-modules P'  [Wil, Theorem 4.2], thus giving the 
best possible theorem for large projective modules over discrete Hodge-al- 
gebras. The question of whether every projective module over a discrete 
Hodge-algebra can be lifted as in the large case remains. As a by-product 
of the lifting property one obtains that E(A ,  P) acts transitively on 
Um(A (9 P)  for large projective modules P over a discrete Hodge-algebra 
A. [Wil, Corollary 4.3]. Let us add a direct proof of this elementary-transi- 
tive-action property. 
(2.7) THEOREM (Wiemers). Let P be a large projective module over a 
discrete Hodge-algebra A as above and rank(P) > 2. Then E(A ,  P) acts 
transitively on Um(A (9 P). 
Proof. We induct on d = dim R. Let r = rank(P) and I is generated 
by square free monomials. It suffices to handle the case when P is of 
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constant rank. Let t( I )  denote the number of square free monomials in 
X 1 . . . . .  X,, not contained in I. If 1 = 0, then t(1) has its greatest possible 
value 2 n - 1. 
Suppose d = 0. Then P is free by Vorst's theorem cited above and we 
have to show that Er+~(A) acts transitively on Umr+l (A) ,  r >_ 2. We 
induct now on t(I). If  t ( I )  = 0, then A = R and there is nothing to show. 
Let t( I )  > 1. Then there exists a square free monomial Z ~ I such that 
ZX i~ I  for all Xi that do not divide Z. Let I '= I+CZ,  C= 
R[X I , . . . ,Xn] .  We have t ( I ' )=  t ( I ) -1 .  Let /T= C/ I ' ,  and v = 
(UO, U 1 . . . . .  Ur) ~ Umr+ ¿(A). By the induction hypothesis, v ~E- 
(1,0 . . . . .  0), whence v w E (1 + aoz, alz . . . .  ,arz), a s cA ,  z the residue 
class of Z modulo I. We may assume Z = X IX 2 . . .  X,, for some m _< n. 
One has a canonical embedding of D = R[X t . . . . .  X,,] into A because 
I A D = 0. So we can identify X~ . . . . .  X,, with their images in A. As 
zX i = 0 for all i >_ m + 1, we have v ~ D r+l. Moreover v E Umr+t(D)  , 
because D is a retract of A. Thus we are reduced to the polynomial case. 
Now suppose d >_ 1. Using Vorst's theorem again, we obtain some 
s~R such that d im.~=d-  1, and Ps is free, the overbar denoting 
reduction modulo s. Consider any (a, p) ~ Um(A • P). By the induction 
D 
hypothesis, (~, ~) ~E (1, 0), and hence (a, p)  ~e  ( f ,  q) with f ~ 1 + As 
and q ~ sP. We can assume that sP c F, where F is a submodule 
generated by s-orthogonal elements Pl . . . . .  P~ ~ P. Write q = F,~=~fiP~, 
f0 =f .  Then (f0 . . . . .  f~) ~ Um~+l(A).  
We are going to show that every ( f ,  p)  ~ Um(A • P)  with f ~ 1 + As, 
p ~ F can be transformed into (1, 0) by applying transformations 
0 1 aq°i 1 
(lw id ) and (0  id ]' 
where w~F,  a cA  and q~s are as in Lemma (1.1). Choose Z--- 
XtX2. . .  X m as above and induct on t(I), where in case t( I )  = 0 we have 
A = R and our claim is true. Denote reduction modulo I' = I + CZ by a 
tilde. We can apply the induction hypothesis to C and since we can lift the 
above-described automorphisms to C, we can assume that f ~ 1 + AZ. 
Since ~oi(F) c sA for i = 1 . . . . .  r, we clearly have f ~ 1 + sZA. We may 
assume ( f ,p )  = (f ,  YYi=lfiPi) with fi ~ ZA. As AZ = DZ, we get 
( f ,  f l  . . . . .  f~) ~ Umr+l  (D), and we have reached the polynomial case. 
Looking at the proof  of our elementary-transitive-action heorem it is easy 
to see that we can in fact transform ( f ,  p)  to (1, 0) by the above defined 
transformations. 
(Editor: Here one may use the following observations. It suffices to 
consider the case P = A ~, with standard basis (p~, . . . ,  pr) and with ~o i 
equal to s times the ith coordinate function. By [vdK, Lemma (2.2)] the 
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group generated by the above-defined transformations contains 
Er+l(A, sA). Further, arguing with a "double" as in Section 4 of [Wi2], 
one derives from Corollary (2.4) that in this corollary one has in fact 
(f, f l  . . . . .  fr) ~er÷,(A.sA~ (1, f l , ' ' ' ,  fr)" The proof of the corollary is not 
needed for this. (A similar remark applies to Proposition (2.5), which may 
thus also be derived from [Ral].) Now inspect he end of the proof of 
Theorem (2.6).) 
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